TeamSpeak Ordinance
Effective February 2011

This Ordinance States

As of February of 2011, the Villoux Server Systems recognizes the voice over Internet protocol
program TeamSpeak 3 as the system’s primary program for communications. Villoux shall own
one primary TeamSpeak server and as many secondary servers as needed.

Section 1 – General Information
Regulation Clause

Effective January 2012

Whereas not every ordinance within the Villoux Bill of Ordinances is available for public viewing,
the TeamSpeak Ordinance will always be accessible in full to the Villoux public. The Villoux
TeamSpeak server is to provide a link to either view or download the TeamSpeak Ordinance.
Additionally, the TeamSpeak Ordinance should be available on Villoux’s website. Whenever the
ordinance is amended by the Villoux Chief of Staff or the Grand Council, all publically accessible
versions of the TeamSpeak Ordinance should be updated to reflect the changes.

COLDHEARTS Clause

Effective July 2016

Users that encounter problems on the Villoux TeamSpeak server should always contact a
TeamSpeak Operator. TeamSpeak Operators can be contacted via private message or poke, and
it should take TeamSpeak Operators no more than five minutes to respond to private messages or
pokes; though it should be noted that if a TeamSpeak Operator’s sound is muted or status is set as
“Away”, that TeamSpeak Operator is excused from responding to messages as he or she is most
likely AFK. It should also be noted that TeamSpeak Operators are not reachable via the “Make a
Complaint” TeamSpeak feature, and as such, no user shall have access to said feature.

BigAsh Clause

Effective March 2016

In January of 2016, the Bill of Ordinance underwent major revisions in order to make all of the
ordinances therein easier to understand and navigate. This included the addition of “sections”
which group related clauses that cover related information. The order in which the clauses appear
in the sections are according to relevance, not date effective.

Lingual Clause

Effective April 2015

As in accordance to the Lingual Ordinance of the Villoux Bill of Ordinances, the three official
languages of the Villoux Server System are English, French, and Portuguese. If a user on the

Villoux TeamSpeak is unable to communicate in at least one of these languages, they risk being
found automatically guilty of any charge made against them.

Mony459 Clause

Effective February 2011

The Villoux Server System considers a “system ban” to be the ultimate punishment within the
system. A system ban is a permanent ban from all Villoux owned or operated servers, groups,
tournaments, websites, and other entities, and as such, system banned users are strictly prohibited
from connecting to Villoux’s TeamSpeak server. A complete list of system banned users can be
found on the TeamSpeak server’s ban list, and any new system bans will be noted in the Operation
Newsletter. In order to decipher system bans from regular bans, TeamSpeak Operators should
refer to the ban duration; any bans that have a permanent duration are system bans. Should a
system banned user connect to the TeamSpeak server, the Villoux Chief of Staff should be
notified immediately. If neither the Chief of Staff nor a Grand Council Member is available, a ban
should be formatted against the user for the maximum allowed time for the reason “Ban Evading”.
The incident should then be reported to the Chief of Staff or other Grand Council Member upon
seeing them.

VillouxOperatorBot Clause

Effective April 2016

The VillouxOperatorBot, abbreviated as V.O.B., is an automatic TeamSpeak bot that performs
several functions on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server. As a bot, it is entirely automated and is not
directly controlled by any user. This clause shall discuss the function of V.O.B.
V.O.B. issues connection messages to every user that connects to the TeamSpeak server. The
connection message should provide general announcements and a calendar of system events for
the upcoming month. There is no way to mute or disable these messages. It is the responsibility of
the the Villoux Chief of Staff to ensure that V.O.B.’s connection message remains updated.
Should a user connect with a name or change their name to a username that includes a word from
the Pbarron88 Clause, Spree Clause, KirinaeWindstalker Clause, or Zedl Clause of the
TeamSpeak Ordinance, V.O.B. will automatically kick the user. Should the user continue to
connect despite V.O.B. kicking it, the user risks being charged with “Connection Spam”.
As in accordance to the Phil Clause of the TeamSpeak Ordinance, V.O.B. also automatically kicks
users that use TeamSpeak’s “Start Recording” feature. If a user that is authorized to record on
Villoux’s TeamSpeak server is being kicked, he or she should contact the Chief of Staff to be
granted exemption from V.O.B.’s kicks.
Unless the user’s username, UID, or IP matches one on the server’s ban list, V.O.B. will not ban
users. TeamSpeak Operators should watch V.O.B.’s kicks and take appropriate ban action when
necessary.
Finally, V.O.B. may experience technical glitches and errors from time to time. Any such issue
should be reported to the Villoux Chief of Staff.

Section 2 – Channel Information
Baskerville Clause

Effective March 2011

Villoux’s TeamSpeak server will be organized by using channels and spacers. Spacers will be
granted only to the system’s government, the system’s affiliates, and the system’s gaming
departments. Each spacer will be allotted channels for each server/guild that is a member of or
sponsored by that department.

Public Channels Clause

Effective February 2011

The Villoux Server System defines any TeamSpeak channel that is not locked with a password as a
“public channel”. Public channels are granted to all departments and servers sponsored, owned,
or operated by the Villoux Server System. Public channels may be used for any general off-topic
conversation until a user joins the channel that is actively playing on what the channel sponsors.
Once a user that is actively playing the game sponsored by the channel joins, all off-topic
conversations should be moved to a different public channel. Public channel’s channel
descriptions are required to give general information on the purpose of the channel. The
description will also display a banner made specifically for the server/department sponsored by the
server. Either the Villoux Chief of Staff or Executive TeamSpeak Operator must approve the
banner and the channel description. Public channels should be maintained by the Server Head
and Department Chairman of the channel. Whereas the Server Head and the Department
Chairman are responsible for upkeep and actions of the channel staff, they are not held
responsible for the actions of the TeamSpeak Operation staff. Public channels may not be locked
with a password, have edited subscription power, icons, edited talk power, or have access to any
other aspects of TeamSpeak’s advance permissions.

Private Channels Clause

Effective February 2011

The Villoux Server System defines private channels as TeamSpeak channels that have been locked
with a password. Private channels are divided into four categories and numerous sub-categories.
Private channels are either: private user channels, staff channels, group channels or government
channels. User private channels are granted to all Server Heads, Department Chairmen,
Executives, and the Villoux Chief of Staff. All private user channels will be named “<Username>’s
Private Channel”, the description of the user private channels will be “The private channel for the
<Title>, <Username>”, and an icon displaying the recognized nationality of the channel’s owner
shall be displayed next to the channel. The private channel will display the banner of the respective
department as default, but may be changed to a custom banner as long as it is deemed appropriate
by either the Villoux Chief of Staff or the Executive TeamSpeak Operator. Gaming department
staff’s user private channels are to be placed under the appropriate spacer for each respective
Department Chairmen and Server Head, the Executive’s user private channels are to be placed
under their respective staff’s staff channel, and the Villoux Chief of Staff’s private user channel is to
be located under the system’s Government spacer. Staff channels are private channels used by the
system’s staff to discuss their duties, and to administrate their respective properties. Staff channels

are granted to each division of Villoux’s staff in order to hold staff meetings, discuss ongoing
projects, and interview prospective staff members. Group Channels are granted to groups that
meet and maintain the requirements set forth in the Alch Clause, ChewOnDiss Clause, Ramt1
Clause, Afecter Clause, or Lyllox Clause of the TeamSpeak Ordinance. Finally, Government
channels are any channels used by the Villoux Server System for official government business.
Government channels are the most private channels on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server; therefore any
user found in a government channel without proper permission will be banned on sight for
trespassing. Government channels are distinctive due to their red channel icons. No form of
private channels will not be granted to users who do not meet these requirements.

Emrict245 Clause

Effective November 2011

Private Channels, badges, nor positions may be purchased. Whereas donators are appreciated
and rewarded within the system, donations may not be rewarded in private channels, badges, or
positions. Because of this, direct donations to the TeamSpeak server itself will not be accepted;
donations must be made to one of Villoux’s other servers or the discretionary fund of the Grand
Council.

NolanEaston Clause

Effective February 2012

Private User Channels are to be used for the owner of the channel’s idling, brief discussion of
private information, holding staff meetings, or for issuing user punishment. Private Channels are
not to be used for idle chitchat, non-system related matters, or personal discussions. If found in
violation of these terms, the channel’s max user allotment will be reduced from five to one, thus
rendering the channel usable only for idling. Private User Channels will not be allowed special
edits in password, subscription power, icons, talk power, or other aspects of the TeamSpeak
advanced permissions. The passwords to user private channels are not to be distributed to any
user, other than the owner of the channel, for any reason at any time. If it is discovered that a user
knows the password to a User Private Channel, the password is required to be changed.

InstaPwn Clause

Effective August 2012

Private user channels of Grand Council Members may be used to engage in gaming matches of
games sponsored by the system that require strategic planning in order to provide a peaceful
atmosphere where users may not cause burdens. However, once the match is over the users
should leave the private user channel. It should be noted that this clause affects only private user
channels, not staff or government channels.

Alch Clause

Effective March 2012

Realm of the Mad God guilds may be granted private channels for their guilds within the Realm of
the Mad God spacer under their respective server if they are able to maintain Villoux standards. In

order to achieve Villoux standards, the guild must: have at least ten users in the guild that regularly
use Villoux’s TeamSpeak server; have a team name that does not violate the KirinaeWindstalker
Clause, Pbarron88 Clause, Spree Clause, or Zedl Clause of the TeamSpeak Ordinance, and
receive approval from the Realm of the Mad God Department Chairman. If an already instated
guild neglects to maintain these standards, said guild will be granted one week to reestablish
themselves. If the group fails to return to Villoux standards in one week, their channel will be
deleted and the guild will become unaffiliated with Villoux.
If a guild channel reaches a normal traffic of fifteen users at a time, the Guild Master may request
to be granted a secondary guild channel. Appropriate secondary channel names include: Dungeon
Runs Channel, Guild Leaders Channel, Recruitment Channel, and Trading Channel. Should a
Guild Master desire a channel name other than those listed here, the approval of the Villoux Chief
of Staff is needed. Additional secondary channels may be granted for each increment of five users
regularly in the guilds channel’s traffic. It is the responsibility of the Realm of the Mad God
Department Chairman to report the activity of each group to the Chief of Staff in order to ensure
proper administration.

ChewOnDiss Clause

Effective June 2014

League of Legends 5v5 ranked teams may be granted private channels for their ranked teams
within the League of Legends spacer under their respective server if they are able to maintain
Villoux standards. In order to achieve Villoux standards, the group must: have at least five users on
the ranked team that regularly use Villoux’s TeamSpeak server; have a team name that does not
violate the KirinaeWindstalker Clause, Pbarron88 Clause, or Spree Clause of the TeamSpeak
Ordinance; and receive approval from the League of Legends Department Chairman. The
channels may be used for gameplay or casual chit-chat, but may not host a number of users far
exceeding the number of team members in the channel. If an already instated group neglects to
maintain these standards, they will be granted one week to reestablish themselves. If the group
fails to return to Villoux standards in one week, their channel will be deleted. It is the
responsibility of the League of Legends Department Chairman to report the activity of each group
to the Villoux Chief of Staff in order to ensure proper administration.

Lyllox Clause

Effective April 2015

The Misc. Gaming spacer aims to provide a ground on which potential Department Chairmen
may work on establishing their department to apply it to join Villoux. Channels within the Misc.
Gaming spacer merely represent department concepts, and are not officially recognized by the
system as official departments. For more information on how the Misc. Gaming spacer operates,
refer to the Lyllox Ordinance.

Section 3 – Channel Restrictions
Phil Clause

Effective March 2012

Villoux’s TeamSpeak server may not be used as grounds for recording verbal content or
streaming, unless dictated otherwise by the Villoux Chief of Staff. Users that are found recording
or streaming on the TeamSpeak server are to be kicked from the server immediately with the
message “Recording/streaming is not permitted”. It should be noted that TeamSpeak will not
indicate that a user is recording unless the user is using the “Start Recording” feature. All forms of
recording are prohibited, TeamSpeak based or otherwise.
Users that are registered as System Commercialists and users listed as Commercialist affiliates may
record and stream in the System Commercialist Channel. A list of those users may be found in
the System Commercialist’s channel description. It should be noted that those users only have
permission to record and stream in the System Commercialist Channel, and may not record or
stream in any other channel. Commercialists are allowed to invite other users into the
Commercialist channel to record or stream with them. Commercialists should not distribute the
password to the Commercialist channel to any other user at any time, and instead should rely on
system officials to move users into the channel for them.

Meowzo Clause

Effective June 2016

Villoux’s Realm of the Mad God Department will offer locked channels to groups of users that
wish to run private tombs, dungeons, shatters, or other events in Realm of the Mad God. The
rules for the Dungeon Running Channels shall be posted in their respective channel descriptions.
Whereas it is the direct responsibility of the Realm of the Mad God Dungeon Masters to maintain
the channels, should a group of users violate a rule listed in a Dungeon Running Channel’s
channel description, the Dungeon Master should contact a TeamSpeak Operator, who will then
move, kick, or ban users as in accordance to the channel description’s rules.

IronRain Clause

Effective February 2016

Radio Villoux DJs will be the only users authorized to play music on the Villoux TeamSpeak
server. Whereas DJs may not play music in any public channels, they may play music in private
channels if the owner of the channel authorizes them to do so. Additionally, Radio Villoux DJs will
be granted exemption from the Hobomatt4 Clause’s restriction of only having one client
connected at a time in order for them to utilize the connection of no more than one music bot.
These exemptions are made only for Radio Villoux DJs, the Radio Villoux DJ Manager, and the
Executive System Press Officer; all other users playing music and music bots must be kicked from
the server. The bots are to be named “<Username>’s Music Bot”.

ShadowBoo Clause

Effective January 2014

The Villoux Server System will define users that have their status set as “away”, or that have their
sound muted as “AFK”. Users that are AFK are to be idle either in the spacer of their respective
department, their respective system staff channel, or their user private channel. If the user is not in
their respective channel when they go AFK, it will become the duty of the TeamSpeak Operation
Department to move them to the proper channel. Users that do not hold positions should be
moved to the spacer of their respective department, system staff members that do not have private
channels should be moved to their respective staff channel, and users that have user private
channels should be moved to their respective user private channel. Furthermore, it should be
stated that users with their microphones disabled or muted are not considered AFK. If a user
moves back to a channel but is still AFK then the TeamSpeak Operator is to move them back to
their respective AFK channel and send them a message explaining why they were moved. If the
user continues to move back to a channel after the TeamSpeak Operator has sent them a message
explaining why they are being moved, the TeamSpeak Operator is to ban the user for “Refusing to
Cooperate”.

Joepr9 Clause

Effective February 2014

Department Chairmen within the Villoux Server System hold the right to ban individual users
from their departments. When a department ban is in affect against a certain user, not only is that
user prohibited from accessing any servers, guilds, or tournaments offered by the department they
are banned from, but they are also strictly prohibited from joining any TeamSpeak channels that
fall under that respective department’s spacer. If a user that is issued a department ban is caught in
the channel of the department that banned them, they are to be issued a ban for “Trespassing”. It
shall be the responsibility of the Executive TeamSpeak Operator to keep their staff informed of all
active department bans via the Operation Newsletter.

Darkrain44 Clause

Effective January 2014

File browsers on the Villoux TeamSpeak server should be cleared out entirely on a monthly basis.
It shall become the duty of the Executive TeamSpeak Operator to ensure the TeamSpeak
Operation Department successfully empties all file browsers on the TeamSpeak server by the end
of every month. Should a member of the Operation staff notice inappropriate files, the file names
should be submitted to the Chief of Staff, who will then consult the server logs to determine by
whom the files were uploaded and issue a punishment onto said user as necessary.

Doomslayer Clause

Effective August 2016

As in accordance to the Doomslayer Clause of the Radio Villoux Ordinance, the Radio Villoux DJ
Channel will be exempt from the Darkrain44 Clause of this ordinance. Since the channel’s file
browser contains a program necessary for Radio Villoux DJs, it is the sole responsibility of the

Executive System Press Officer to ensure that the Radio Villoux DJ Channel’s file browser
contains only said program.

Section 4 – Connection Names
TheHatchling Clause

Effective June 2012

As in accordance to the System Name Ordinance, users are to use the username of their systemdefined department while on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server. If a user plays multiple games within
the system, they are still required to use one system name. The user is not to change their name on
TeamSpeak, regardless of whether or not the game they are playing uses their system name. If a
user uses characters not in the English, French, or Portuguese languages, the user will need to alter
their name on TeamSpeak to replace the foreign characters with translations from one of the
aforementioned languages. Additionally, the user is not to put any other names next to their system
name, even in parenthesis or brackets. If a user connects to Villoux’s TeamSpeak server to play a
game not sponsored by the system or if the user uses an anonymous name in their defined game,
the user must stay with their original TeamSpeak connection name. Should the user begin playing
one of the sponsored games or selects a non-anonymous username, the user will need to begin
using their username for that game. Links to check usernames for all Villoux-sponsored games can
be found in the TeamSpeak Operator channel. For more information on system names, consult
the System Name Ordinance.

XStarOcean Clause

Effective March 2014

Any user’s in-game name that is deemed “inappropriate” as in accordance with the Pbarron88
Clause, Spree Clause, Kirinae Windstalker Clause, or Zedl Clause of this ordinance will be
requested to change their TeamSpeak name to an otherwise desired username that does not
violate these clauses. Users that have inappropriate in-game names will have to request a System
Name Change Form before using their new name.

Q Clause

Effective July 2016

It should be noted that the TeamSpeak software requires all connection names to have at least
three characters, therefore should a user’s username contain less than three characters, they are to
connect using their username with periods as placeholders for the required amount of characters.
For example, a user with the username “Q” would connect to the TeamSpeak server as “Q..”.
Additionally, the TeamSpeak software does not allow for usernames over thirty characters. Should
a user’s username contain more than thirty characters, the user will enter the first thirty characters
of their username to use as their TeamSpeak name. For all Villoux record purposes, their
usernames will appear exactly as it appears in-game.

Section 5 – Connection and Client Restrictions
Hobomatt4 Clause

Effective May 2012

While connected to Villoux’s TeamSpeak 3 server, users are only allowed to have one client
connected. It should be noted that users that have a sibling or other person that lives within their
IP address are not affected by this clause. When a user has more than one client connected, the
excess clients should be kicked from the server and a message sent to the original client explaining
why the others were kicked from the server. If the user reconnects the clients, said user should be
banned for “Refusing to Cooperate”. If a user times out and a ghost account is left online, it is the
duty of the Operation staff to kick the ghost account from the server with the message “Ghost
Client”.

KungFuAnthony Clause

Effective September 2013

As in accordance with the Darkrain44 Ordinance, users may not use proxy IPs or IP masks on the
Villoux TeamSpeak server. If found in violation of this, the user is to be banned for being a
“proxy user”. Should the proxy user reconnect, a TeamSpeak Operator should proceed to
continue to ban the user until he/she stops connecting. If the proxy user is a system banned user,
the TeamSpeak Operator that banned the user should then inform the Villoux Chief of Staff as
soon as possible. It should be noted that if a user is granted approval to use a proxy by means of a
Proxy Request Form by the Chief of Staff, then they are exempt from this clause.

Ace Clause

Effective March 2014

Users that set their “Away Message” to messages that violate any of the TeamSpeak Ordinance’s
clauses are to be kicked from the server with the message “Change Away Message”. If the user
returns to the server and continues to use the inappropriate away message, they are to be banned
for “Refusing to Cooperate”.

Oupas Clause

Effective July 2016

The TeamSpeak “Whisper” feature will henceforth be disabled on the Villoux TeamSpeak server
due to several falsified reports that were unverifiable due the TeamSpeak Operation Department
not having proper channels to investigate respective incidents.

Viper Mk II Clause

Effective July 2016

As the “Priority Speaker” TeamSpeak feature proves to be of no major benefit to the
administration or organization of the Villoux TeamSpeak server, no user will be granted access to
said feature.

Effective July 2016

GodHunta Clause

Due to the feature being easily abused, no user will be permitted to have custom client descriptions
on the Villoux TeamSpeak server.

Effective June 2017

IxDreamxI Clause

Due to the feature causing confusion amongst users as to whom are and are not members of the
system’s staff, the icon feature that allows clients to display special badges next to their name will
not be allowed on the Villoux TeamSpeak server. Any user that displays non-system staff icons
next to their name should be requested to disable them and failure to comply will result in a ban
for “Refusing to Cooperate”.

Effective November 2016

ABCUSEEME Clause

Phonetic nicknames are discouraged on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server, though they are not explicitly
prohibited. It is, however, required that phonetic nicknames be read exactly as a user’s username
is pronounced. Phonetic nicknames may not be set to anything other than the true pronunciation
of a user’s Villoux defined-username. All restrictions to usernames are also applicable to phonetic
nicknames and any violations may result in a ban.

Effective February 2011

Spazproof Clause

In an effort to make clear who holds the head administrational rank in the Villoux Server System,
the Villoux Chief of Staff will be the only user on the Villoux TeamSpeak server that is permitted
to use the “Channel Commander” feature. It should, however, be noted that the Chief of Staff is
elected by the other members of the Villoux Grand Council and is therefore subservient to them.

Section 6 – Avatar Restrictions
Cosmic Clause

Effective February 2013

Users that display avatars on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server that violate any of this ordinance’s
clauses, will have their avatar deleted by a TeamSpeak Operator. The TeamSpeak Operator will
then proceed to inform the user why their avatar was deleted by means of messaging the user on
TeamSpeak, or verbally engaging in conversation. If the user sets their avatar as the one that was
previously deleted, they are to be banned for “Refusing to Cooperate”.

Pbarron88 Clause

Effective July 2012

The following words, and any variation of these words, are common examples of profanity
according to the Villoux Server System: bitch, cock, cunt, dick, faggot, fuck, hoe, Nazi, nigger,
penis, piss, pussy, shit, slut, tits, and whore. It should be noted that profanity is not limited to this
list. The Villoux Server System considers any derogatory or offensive term to be profanity.
Whereas it is not against this clause to use profanity, users should refrain from using profanity
when speaking on professional basis, in their avatar or username, and when administrating other
users.

Spree Clause

Effective August 2012

Distributing or displaying offensive symbols is strictly prohibited. The following symbols or
references to said symbols are hereby recognized as offensive symbols: 9/11, Boko Haram, AlQaeda (AQAP), burning crosses, burning flags, Hitler, The Islamic State (ISIS/ISIL), KFC
containers, Ku Klux Klan signs, mayonnaise, Nazism, pentagrams, purple Kool-Aid, swastikas, the
middle finger, and watermelon.

Icyx Clause

Effective March 2015

The Villoux Server System shall not tolerate any form of homophobia. Therefore, any user that
uses the following words or forms of said words in a negative or derogatory manner shall result in a
ban for “Harassment”: dyke, faggot, gay, homosexual, kike, lesbian, nigger, and tranny.

KirinaeWindstalker Clause

Effective October 2012

The distribution or displaying of pornography is strictly prohibited. The following anatomical
parts are hereby recognized as parts that allude to pornography: anus, nipples, penis, testes, utter,
and vagina. The following actions are hereby recognized as actions that allude to pornography:
blow jobs, ejaculation, licking another being, sexual intercourse (in any form [i.e. oral, anal, etc.]).
The following objects are hereby recognized as objects that allude to pornography: dildos, flesh
lights, lubes, semen, sexual toys, speedos, and sperm. It should be noted that any life forms
indulging in these actions will be accounted as pornographic, regardless of them being human or
not. Additionally, alluding to these actions or words is prohibited by this clause. The distribution
of any materials that allude to any of these items, words, or acts will be considered “Distribution of
Pornography”.

Zedl Clause

Effective October 2014

The distribution or displaying of vulgarity is strictly prohibited. The following acts are hereby
recognized as vulgar: abortions, birthing, bleeding, burning, defecation, flatulence, nose picking,
urination, and vomiting. Words that allude to any of these actions are prohibited in guild names,

team names, and usernames. Additionally, visually alluding to any of these actions is prohibited by
this clause. It should be noted that the aforementioned words, or any form of them, are not
prohibited from being used. Distributing or displaying vulgarity will result in a ban for trolling.

Section 7 – Ban Offenses
LordJHary Clause

Effective September 2013

The Villoux Server System will define the act of intentionally annoying, or attempting to annoy,
another user as “Trolling”. Any user that engages in the act of trolling shall be banned from the
Villoux TeamSpeak server for one hour as in accordance with the Elly Clause of this ordinance.

Axew6000 Clause

Effective May 2013

If a user trolls another user multiple times over a period of time or personally attacks the user, the
trolling user may be charged with “Harassing” the user being trolled. It should be clearly noted
that harassment is quite different than trolling, and will therefore be punished more severely. In
addition to reporting the user, the TeamSpeak Operation Department should recommend that if a
user is being harassed, they mute the user that is harassing them.

Bruno Clause

Effective September 2016

Should a user not be satisfied with the way that a TeamSpeak Operator handled a situation, the
user should contact either the TeamSpeak Operative Manager or the Executive TeamSpeak
Operator, not another TeamSpeak Operator. Calling a second TeamSpeak Operator to a case
already resolved by another TeamSpeak Operator may be considered “Harassment” against the
TeamSpeak Operation Department.

sssNoMaDsss Clause

Effective February 2017

Rather than “Harassment”, the Villoux Server System will define the act of intentionally spreading
false malicious statements about another user, a department, or the system as “Defamation”. In
order for “Defamation” to occur, a user must act out of intentional malice and spread slanderous
gossip to at least one other user. The ban duration of two hours increases for each user that the
defamatory user told. Other users that know the information is false but continue to spread it will
also be charged with “Defamation”. Any user that repeats the information but is unaware that it is
false is free from this charge but may be charged with “Harassment” or “Distribution of Private
Information” depending on the circumstances.

Lluke156 Clause

Effective March 2013

Users that post information regarding other gaming communities or gaming servers, will be
prosecuted on the charge of “Advertising”. To be prosecuted, the user does not have to post the
connection information, merely the discussion of any of the above mentioned is prohibited. It
should be noted that unlike most other charges, advertising is not required to take place on a
Villoux service. Distributing said information using third-party communications with users met
through Villoux is still considered “Advertising”, and is punishable.

DagsonB Clause

Effective September 2016

Since the charge of “Advertising” may only be applied to users that post information about external
communities, users that attempt to sway users in one Villoux guild to another Villoux guild in the
same game may be charged with “Counter-Recruitment”. Villoux guilds in the same game should
aim to support one another, not steal users and slander each other.

Calebeen Clause

Effective May 2013

Scamming other users that are a member of the Villoux Server System, or play on any Villoux
owned or operated services, is strictly prohibited. Scammers will be punished by being required
to reimburse the person they scammed, then receiving a TeamSpeak ban as dictated necessary.
Should the user refuse to refund the scammed, or no longer possess the ability to refund, a oneweek ban is recommended. It should be noted that this may be enforced on any game, regardless
of being Villoux sponsored or not.

DuncanWallace Clause

Effective April 2015

The Villoux Server System will define the act of being in any channel without proper approval as
“Trespassing”. Any user that is not a member of staff using staff channels, with the exception of
users recording with a Commercialist or users being interviewed / administrated, shall be charged
with trespassing. Likewise, any member of Villoux using any of the channels within the
government spacers without the Chief of Staff’s approval will be charged with trespassing, with the
exception of members of the Baskerville Cabinet using the House of Players channel, official
meetings occurring in the House of Players and Grand Council channels, and official board
meetings in the Courthouse channel. Users in user private channels without the owner of said
channel present may also be charged with trespassing. Furthermore, users that guess the password
to any guild/team channel can be charged with trespassing upon the owner of the channel’s
discretion. It should be noted that joining a channel without permission via abusing permissions to
join said channel should be classified as the more serious charge of “Abuse of Permissions”,
opposed to trespassing.

Difly Clause

Effective September 2013

The Villoux Server System will define any noise that come from a user’s microphone that is not
the user’s voice as “Mic. Spam”. This includes, but is not limited to: barking, clicking, crying,
ruffling, breathing, blowing, singing, screaming, and typing.

Tauerpower Clause

Effective July 2016

The Villoux Server System will define “Connection Spam” as any user that disconnects or drops
connection multiple times from Villoux’s TeamSpeak server and proceeds to reconnect within five
minutes. Even though most of dropping connection, it is not the fault of the user, the system
cannot allow the chat and voice spam that ensues, which is why a ban may be necessary.

Cnx4Mia123 Clause

Effective October 2014

The Villoux Server System will define the act of issuing other Villoux users mods, clients, or hacks
to a Villoux-sponsored game as “Distribution of Hacking Mods/Clients”, especially if the
distribution occurs on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server in file browsers. Any user that engages in the
act of distributing hacking mods/clients shall be banned one hour from the Villoux TeamSpeak
server as in accordance with the Elly Clause of this Ordinance. Any users that download the file
may also be found guilty of this charge. Whereas the distribution and use of hacking mods/clients
is strictly prohibited on Villoux servers, the use of them on non-Villoux owned or operated servers
will not be restricted.

Ruince Clause

Effective September 2013

The Villoux Server System will define the act of a user intentionally using his/her granted
permissions on any Villoux owned or operated services without permission or with intent to cause
harm on said owned or operated service as an “Abuse of Permissions”. Users may also be charged
with “Abuse of Permissions” should they find an exploit that allows them to access permissions
otherwise unavailable. Depending on the severity of the abuse, the system will recommend up to a
30-Day TeamSpeak Ban. The duration of the ban will be decided by the Executive TeamSpeak
Operator and the Villoux Chief of Staff.

Pjxxx1128 Clause

Effective October 2016

The Villoux Server System will define the act of a system staff member accepting money, items,
favors, or other goods/services in payment for using his or her position in a certain way as
“Bribery”. Both the user offering the bribe and the user that accepts the bribe may be charged
with this offense. If it is found that a Villoux staff member accepted a bribe, said staff member will
be removed from his or her position, and both users face TeamSpeak bans ranging from thirty
days to a system ban depending on the severity of the matter. The user attempting the bribe can

be charged regardless of whether the bribe was accepted or not; alternatively, if a staff member
attempts to bribe another user, the bribing staff member can be banned regardless of the other
user’s willingness to accept the bribe.

Nexemonsta Clause

Effective January 2014

The Villoux Server System will define “system officials” as Grand Council Members, the
TeamSpeak Operative Manager, and TeamSpeak Operators. During times in which any of these
parties are attempting to administrate a user, should said user begin to act rudely or aggressively
towards the system official, the system official holds the right to ban the user for “Disrespect to
System Officials”.

Spritehunt Clause

Effective March 2014

The Villoux Server System will define the act of professing one’s position to be higher than it is in
actuality as “Impersonating System Officials”, especially if a user is impersonating a specific
individual. The act can be performed by changing usernames to that of or similar to a system
official, and/or asserting authority in an unauthorized fashion, agreeing to obtain permissions
intended for someone else.

Ianbobtron Clause

Effective September 2013

The Villoux Server System will define the act of intentionally spreading mistruths, speculated
gossip, or otherwise made up stories to system officials as “Lying to System Officials”. Depending
on the severity of the lie, the system will recommend up to a 30-Day TeamSpeak Ban. The
duration of the ban will be decided by the Executive TeamSpeak Operator and the Villoux Chief
of Staff.

Gooky Clause

Effective March 2014

The Villoux Server System will define the act of failing to comply with given orders by a system
official as “Refusing to Cooperate”. This charge covers all acts of resistance from failing to provide
requested information to not complying with given orders. It should be noted that Grand Council
Members outrank TeamSpeak Operators and the TeamSpeak Operative Manager and are
therefore exempt from being banned for “Refusing to Cooperate” by a member of the TeamSpeak
Operation Department; however, the Executive TeamSpeak Operator and the Villoux Chief of
Staff may ban other system officials.

WarriorScaryMe Clause

Effective April 2016

The Villoux Server System will define another user intentionally revealing otherwise secret
information as “Distribution of Private Information”. It is strictly prohibited to distribute another
user’s personal information such as IP addresses, current business or home residences, phone
numbers, pictures, or online profiles without the consent of said user. Resources such as email
addresses or personal pictures set as avatars by users do not fall into this category, regardless of
their ability to be used to trace any of the aforementioned information. It should be clearly noted
that users may distribute their own personal information to whomever they feel worthy, and may
not be charged with “Distribution of Private Information” for distributing his or her own
information.
Additionally, the distribution of sensitive Villoux information such as TeamSpeak channel
passwords, answers to the TeamSpeak Operator Test, any Villoux owned or operated account’s
password, Grand Council verdicts or operations, and the happenings within any official Villoux
meeting is considered “Distribution of Private Information”.

MunchyBro Clause

Effective October 2016

The Villoux Server System will define the act of a user threatening to reveal information if another
user does not oblige to demands as “Blackmail”. Should the user attempting blackmail also
proceed to release said private information, the user may also be charged with “Distribution of
Private Information” if the information falls within the WarriorScaryMe Clause of this ordinance.

MeTric Clause

Effective October 2016

The Villoux Server System shall define the act of gathering information in relation to any Villoux
service and providing it to a foreign community as “Espionage”. Espionage may be anything as
severe as system secrets or something as simple as the number of users connected to Villoux’s
TeamSpeak server. Users may be charged with both “Espionage” and “Distribution of Private
Information” if the information falls within the definition of the WarriorScaryMe Clause. The ban
duration for espionage is generally one week, but can be increased at the Executive TeamSpeak
Operator or the Chief of Staff’s discretion.

A&SRoofing Clause

Effective September 2012

As in accordance with the A&SRoofing Clause of the CaseyEaston Ordinance, any user that causes
an issue whilst under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol said user is to be issued an eight-hour
ban in order to give the user time to sober. The user’s ban should be formatted the same as a
regular ban, with no additional charges being noted in their ban reason; however, the fact that the
user was under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol should be stated in the ban report. It should

be noted that it is not against Villoux regulation to use TeamSpeak whilst on drugs and/or alcohol,
and users may only be banned using this clause if they begin to cause issues.

Effective May 2013

Grazey Clause

Should a user request a TeamSpeak ban for any purpose, the user should be granted an eight hour
(overnight) ban in order to ensure that no issues are caused by said user. It should be noted that
this clause should not be applied to joking situations, or applied in areas where it is unnecessary.
This clause should only take affect if the user is in serious concern that they themselves will cause
problems to the system.

Section 8 – Ban Proceedings
ScionWish Clause

Effective April 2015

It should be very clearly noted that whereas banning users is within the ability of the TeamSpeak
Operators, it does not always have to be the only option. It is the primary responsibility of the
Operators to maintain peace on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server, which sometimes means issuing
bans, but does not always have to. TeamSpeak Operators are encouraged to work with users to
resolve issues before banning them. Users should be kicked from the server at least once before
being banned, and, as in accordance with the Pwnzy Clause, users that are to be banned are to
have their ban discussed with them before it is issued against them. Albeit a necessity in certain
situations, issuing bans should be last resort, and TeamSpeak Operators should always try to
resolve issues in the most peaceful yet efficient way.

Elly Clause

Effective June 2013

The following list contains appropriate classifications of TeamSpeak bans. It should be noted that
the situation must be applicable to at least one item on this list in order for the ban to be filed. If
there are multiple offensives made, the ban may be made as long as necessary.

One-Hour Ban Reasons: Connection Spam, Distribution of Hacking Mods/Clients, Distribution
of Pornography, Mic. Spamming, Trolling

Two-Hour Ban Reasons: Defamation, Disrespect to System Officials, Harassment, Refusing to
Cooperate

One-Day Ban Reasons: Counter-Recruitment, Lying to System Officials Scamming, Trespassing
Eight-Hour Ban Reasons: Acting defiantly whilst under the influence of drugs/alcohol, Requesting
a ban
One-Week Ban Reasons: Abuse of Permissions, Distribution of Private Information, Espionage

Thirty-Day Ban Reasons: Advertising, Blackmail, Bribery, Impersonating System Officials, Lying
to System Officials

Neonkeii Clause

Effective July 2016

Should a user proceed to mute a system official whilst said system official is investigating an
incident in relation to said user, said user risks being found automatically guilty of the respective
charge due to choosing to not communicate with the system official. It should be noted this would
also be the case if the user had the system official muted prior to the incident occurring. It is
highly recommended that all users refrain from muting system officials to avoid situations such as
the ones aforementioned.

Pwnzy Clause

Effective January 2014

Before users are issued bans from the Villoux TeamSpeak server, they are first to be moved to the
TeamSpeak Operator Channel and be informed of the reasons for their ban. Should the
TeamSpeak Operator Channel be unavailable, the Villoux Courthouse Channel or Executive
TeamSpeak Operator’s private channel may be used if they are not occupied. If the user behaves
aggressively or inappropriately during this time, they may be banned additionally for “Refusing to
Cooperate”. If the user is AFK but needs to be banned, the TeamSpeak Operator is to proceed
to issue the ban, but will only explain the reasons for the ban if the user requests to know after
their ban has expired.

XxOwtLawwwxX Clause

Effective January 2014

If a user is banned for multiple offensives, their ban duration is to reflect each ban individually.
For example, if a user is to be banned for “Trolling and Refusing to Cooperate”, their ban time will
be three hours opposed to one or two hours. There is no limit as to how many offensives can be
registered against one user at a given time.

DrPibb Clause

Effective January 2014

Should a user be issued three regular ban durations, the next time that they commit an offense,
their ban duration shall be for one week, opposed to the normal ban duration, except in the case
that a normal ban duration would exceed one week. Should the user return after the one-week
ban and continue to cause issues, the user shall be issued a thirty-day ban opposed to the normal
ban duration, unless the offense’s ban duration would exceed thirty days. Should the user return
after the thirty-day ban and continue to cause issues, the next ban issued against them should also
be for thirty-days and the ban should be brought to the attention of the Villoux Chief of Staff so
that a system ban may be considered.

Mitch Clause

Effective February 2011

TeamSpeak bans should be formatted as follows: “<username> - Classification of Ban”. For
example, if John is being banned for calling Jane a “whore”, the ban reason message would read:
“John – Harassment”. It should be noted that the classification of the ban should be placed after
the username, not the specific reason for being banned (i.e. calling a person a “whore”). If a user is
banned for multiple charges, all charges relevant should be listed and separated by space and a
forward slash.

IFarmmy Clause

Effective January 2013

Once TeamSpeak bans have been issued, the TeamSpeak Operator that issued the ban should
submit a “ban report” to the Executive TeamSpeak Operator concerning the ban. The ban report
should be formatted as follows: username of banned user, nationality of the banned user, system
position of the banned user (if none, list “user”), charge, description of the events, date, person
that banned user, banner’s rank, person that reported user, reporter’s rank, ban duration. The
Executive TeamSpeak Operator will then relay the reports to the Villoux Chief of Staff. The ban
reports should be given to the Executive TeamSpeak Operator as soon as possible. Failure to
submit ban reports may result in a demotion from the TeamSpeak Operation Department and a
ban for “Abuse of Permissions”.

Zaaeen Clause

Effective April 2015

If a user ban evades a ban that is less than thirty-days, said user will be reissued a ban for double
the time of the original ban. For example, if a user is issued a three-hour ban and reconnects to
TeamSpeak via another account or with another IP during the second hour of the ban, the user is
to be issued a six-hour ban for “Ban Evading”. If this occurs more than once, a thirty-day ban is to
be issued against the user. Should a user ban evade any thirty-day ban, a System Ban Trial shall be
brought against the user for “Ban Evading”.

Orangutan Clause

Effective April 2015

Charges may not be brought against a user if the clause regulating said offense was not active at the
time the act was committed. For example, if a user committed an offense in January, but there was
not a clause that prohibited that offense until April, the user may not be charged with said offense,
as it was not prohibited at the time the user committed it.

Qmen Clause

Effective September 2016

In the event that a system banned user has his or her system ban appealed or pardoned by the
Villoux Grand Council, that user’s stacked bans will be set at zero, opposed to the number

accumulated prior to the system ban. Any future bans on the previously system banned user
should follow the outlines set forth by the DrPibb Clause of this ordinance. Despite this, it should
be noted that the user’s bans will remain recorded in the Villoux User Reports and the user’s
System Ban Record.

Section 9 – Staff Information
ZdPanthr Clause

Effective February 2011

All users within the Villoux Server System that serve in system staff positions will be awarded a
server group on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server to reflect their staff position. These server groups will
have varying badge letters, colors, shading, and permissions based on their respective positions,
however all badges will follow the TeamSpeak shield icon texture pack. No gaming department or
staff division may use the same color badges at the same time. The color of each gaming
department and staff division are to be decided upon by the Chief of Staff and the respective
Department Chairman or Executive. The biggest element for consideration when selecting a color
should be the game’s visual art style and logo’s colors. The letter on the badge should be based on
the system position’s name, such as the first letter of the position or a distinctive letter in the
position’s name. The permissions for each server group will vary depending upon staff ranking
and necessary permissions to effectively serve the position. The Chief of Staff with the advice of
the Executive TeamSpeak Operator will determine each server group’s permission set.

Scrub Lord Corey Clause

Effective July 2016

In order to ensure administrational stability and in an effort to maintain accurate and cohesive
records, the Villoux Chief of Staff will be the only user on the Villoux TeamSpeak server that is
authorized to assign or remove server or channel groups, which are reflective of a user’s staff
position. In cases where a user is abusing the permissions associated with his or her server group
and the Chief of Staff is unavailable, Villoux Grand Council Members hold the right to remove
said user from their position. The incident should then be reported to the Chief of Staff as soon
as possible.

Lunacy Clause

Effective October 2016

Servers within the Villoux Server System that wish to have their respective server admins and
moderators have recognition on Villoux’s TeamSpeak server may request a channel group be
created for their staff members. It should be noted that this channel group does not grant the staff
members recognition as system staff, rather it simply informs users that they hold a server staff
position. The badges’ color will be consistent with the department’s other badges and their letter
will be an “A” or “M” depending on the position they serve. If a user has a system staff position,
they will not be granted the channel group since they would then have two badges. Channel
groups will not grant the user any additional permissions on TeamSpeak.

MystiA Clause

Effective July 2016

The Villoux TeamSpeak server will utilize the “Talk Power” TeamSpeak feature in order to reflect
the chain of command amongst Villoux’s staff. The higher a user stands in a channel’s tree, the
higher the user’s rank in Villoux. The talk power will be assigned as follows: 25,000 – Villoux
Chief of Staff, 71 – Executive TeamSpeak Operator, 70 – all other Grand Council Members, 69 –
TeamSpeak Operative Manager, 65 – TeamSpeak Operators, 61 – Server Heads, 60 –
Tournament Masters, 59 – Guild Masters, 59-55 – all other senior staff, 54-45 – junior staff, 20 –
all other users. It should be noted that simply because a staff member outranks another staff
member, it does not grant them administrative authority over them. Furthermore, most users with
staff positions do not have administrative authority over regular users.

CaseyEaston Clause

Effective April 2015

As in accordance with the CaseyEaston Ordinance of the Villoux Bill of Ordinances, account
owners shall be held responsible for actions done on their accounts, regardless of the actual
executor of the actions. It should be noted that in the case of hacking, the account owner shall not
be held accountable. For more information on this topic, consult the CaseyEaston Ordinance.

DinoEme Clause

Effective April 2015

The House of Players channel is recognized as the official staff channel for all members of the
Baskerville Cabinet. As such, when the ShadowBoo Clause needs to be applied, all members of
the Cabinet shall be moved to the House of Players channel. Per result, no Cabinet member may
be charged with “Trespassing” as defined in the DuncanWallace Clause. Whilst a House of
Players meeting is in session, any members of the Cabinet that has their sound muted will be
moved to the nearest non-government spacer.

Dr. Wilson Clause

Effective September 2012

Before being hired as a TeamSpeak Operator, a user must pass the TeamSpeak Operator Test
with a score of at least 80% correct. The TeamSpeak Operator Tests are maintained jointly by the
Executive TeamSpeak Operator and the Chief of Staff. Each TeamSpeak Operator Test will be
comprised of twenty questions that test the user’s general knowledge of how the TeamSpeak
Operation Department functions. In order for the test to be administered, three individuals must
be present: the administrator, the tester, and the proctor. The administrator must be either the
TeamSpeak Operative Manager, Executive TeamSpeak Operator, or the Chief Staff. The proctor
must be either a TeamSpeak Operator, the TeamSpeak Operative Manager, or a Grand Council
Member. Any user of Villoux is eligible to take the test. The test’s questions and results may not
be discussed by the administrator, proctor, or tester after the test has been concluded. Sharing
questions, answers, or scores will be considered “Distribution of Private Information”, and is
punishable by ban. If there is a major shortage of TeamSpeak Operators, the Executive

TeamSpeak Operator may directly hire TeamSpeak Operators without giving them the test,
though this may only be done in the most severe cases.

